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ON THE ASSAM-BURMA FRONTIER

Outside the long bamboo hut, the rain has been splashing down all day.
Inside, a dozen men are carving away with pen knives at bits of old ration
boxes and pieces of cardboard. Pressure lamps light up the battery
artist’s charcoal girls on the -.nils.

The scone is an Ack Ack dining room near the Assam-Burma frontier.

The gunners are having a model airplane competition. Some are nearly
finished. Replicas of Japanese and British aircraft, they are beauti-

fully detailed down to landing gear and machine-guns*

The battery commander initiated the competition; he has three bottles

of beer for the winner Carving those planes helps his men to spot enemy

aircraft, and it fights monsoon boredom.

Nearby is a Signals unit. Their C.O. planned a cookery competition.
The Signallers could cook anything they wanted - as long as it could be

included in a, meal, Regular cooks were not barred from taking part.
Strangely spiced dishes, honest duff puddings, fancy "pastries" turned up

on the tables in succession.

The winning entry was a fruit cake - made by a signaller who had

always sworn that he din’t know how to peel a potato.

That competition gave the unit entertainment for days.

Another unit here looks around every week for somebody to talk about

any unusual subject. The talk must not be a harangue and not longer than

three-quarters of an hour. But it must make the men feel that they have

learnt something new.

The speciality of a neighbouring company is debating. Periodically
in the evenings, the men air their views, A favourite topic is "wheat

we want England to be like after the war" . Sideline amusements of that

company are whist drives, dart competitions, chess and draughts*

The. stand-by of a bamboo camp perched on a steep hillside remains

football* With a clear space scarcely bigger than a tennis court, scratch
teams try not to send the ball bouncing hundreds of yards down the hillside.

These are some of the pleasures of the men guarding India’s Eastern-

frontier, '.The have come to regard restaurants, cinemas and home-life as

something of a dream*
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